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oil on canvas
6 parts, each: 31 x 37 inches
Collection of Museum Ludwig , Cologne

5. Untitled , 1969-71

oil on canvas
72 x 72 inches
Collection of Whitney Museum of American
Art , New York. Gift of Arthur Fleischer, Jr.

4. Untitled , 1962

oil on canvas
72 x 72 inches
Collection of the Kroller-Muller Museum,
Otterlo

3. Untitled (Black Star) , 1960-61

oil on canvas
36 x 36 inches
Collection of Kunstmuseum
Winterthur . Disposition sfond, 2000.
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oil on canvas
36 x 36 inches
Collection of Kunstmuseum
Wint erthur. Disposition sfond, 2000.
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Collection of Museum moderner Kunst
Stiftung Ludwig, Vienna
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Collection of Virginia and Bagley Wright
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oil and synthetic polymer paint on canvas
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Collection of The Museum of Modern Art ,
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1964-65

oil on canvas
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Courtesy Paula Cooper Gallery, New York
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II. Speculum, 1970

color and pencil on paper
4 x 4 inches
Collection of Kunstmuseum
Winterthur. Disposititionsfond, 1996.

20. Untitled , 1961

color and pencil on paper
4 x 4 inches
Collection of Kunstmuseum
Winterthur . Dispositition sfond, 1996 .

19. Untitled , 1962

color and pencil on paper
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Collection of Kunstmuseum
Winterthur. Disposititionsfond, 1996 .
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suite of nine screenpri nts
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Courtesy Brooke Alexander Gallery,New York

17. Cardinations , 1974

inkless intaglio hand-colored with oil
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Courtesy Brooke Alexander Gallery,New York

16. Cadmos' Thicket , 1974

oil on canvas
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Collection of Gilles and Marie-Francoise
Fuchs, Paris

15 . M. Refractarius , 1974-75

oil on canvas
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Courtesy PaceWildenstein Gallery, New York

14. H. Orbitaster, 1973
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Courtesy Paula Cooper Gallery, New York

U oil on canvas
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H. Arcuata , 1971
oil on canvas
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Courtesy Paula Cooper Gallery, New York

oil on canvas
80 x 22 x 4 inches
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pencil on gra
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Collection of
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26. Untitled , 196

Collection of
Winterthur . Gi
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Collection of
Winterthur . Gi
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pencil on gra

24 . Untitled, 196

Collection of
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Collection of
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Collection of
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Baer explored further

eliminate hierarchical and relational composing as well as traditional figure-ground

as she noted, they are 'pictures that have their own shapes." She therefore could

diately discernible. These paintings are, in effect, formed by their structures, since,

with clearly articulated edges that create unified fields whose the structure is imme-

paintings as simple, clear holistically organized shapes-square or rectangular formats

and behavioral psychology.' Gestalt theory reinforced her inclination to conceive

phenomena as Mach bands, was deeply informed by her earlier studies in biology

properties and mechanics of retinal visuality, ranging from gestalt theory to such optical

with optical experience by studying physiological perception. Her fascination with the

encounters the world in real space and actual time . Exceptionally, Baer engaged

phenomenology of perception, at the heart of which is an embodied subject who

predicated on a theory of vision heavily indebted to Maurice Merleau-Ponty's

black zone dissolve, canceling the volumetri

mysteriously behind the picture plane. Stand

the spectator's peripheral field of vision, wh

the Doublebar series, the viewer's attention

framing the edges from the frontal plane lat

of the canvas surface to the supporting wall

frontal vantage could fully disclose the obje

more customary, focusing on the centralized

spectator dynamically and intimately engage

ensured not only that they remained indepe

seamlessly with the architectonics of the sp

Baer sought to reinforce the autonomy of h

Flavin and other colleagues who were begin

frontal fixed vantage point, but also the circ

ous to its neighbor; no part is above or below any other part. There is no hierarchy.
There is no ambiguity. There is no illusion. There is no space or interval (time)."'
The work of most artists aligned with a three-dimensional form of Minimalism was

painting to its context, addressing not simpl
the optimal distance from which it was view

band which is edged round the edge to the black. Every part is painted and contigu-

Toward the end of the decade, Baer began

merely mechanical.

these well-wrought paintings betray an exig

their finely tuned, crisp yet manifestly hand-

sions and proportions of a canvas and its gr

of the color with respect to the width of bor

relationships, she realized a work intuitively,

most notably, a five-by-seven module. Yet, e

be reconfigured. At the same time, she explo

composing in diptychs and triptychs, or, occ

as tone and value, she elaborated the possi

injecting intensely fluorescent hues or by gr

back or forth, to or fro, or up or down; there is also a painted white exterior frame

color band which does not obtrude, a white square or rectangle which does not move

frontal surface. On such a surface, I paint a black band which does not recede, a

polemical defense of her practice: "A painting is an object which has an emphatic

verbal ripostes, most memorably to Morris in 1967, offering a characteristically

ered a prerequisite of vanguard modernist aesthetics .' In addition, Baer fired terse

and, hence, intrinsically at odds with the materialist, literalist condition then consid-

works eloquently repudiate the claim that painting is necessarily based in illusionism

delight that fathers thought." Beginning in 1963 with the so-called Koreans, these

pictorial exegesis slyly informed with what Gerard Manley Hopkins called 'the fine

with several radiant series of paintings that were typically grounded in a finely honed

work that were neither painting nor sculpture but "specific objects" ' -she countered

bund, "antique," "almost finished"-in contrast to novel forms of three-dimensional

unitary and flat. In subsequent works, such

also to bind the two together, reinforcing th

of artistic expression.
Challenged by assertions, from Morris and Judd in particular, that painting was mori-

band of vivid color, as seen in Primary Light
serves to modulate and pacify the extreme

innovation. Aligned with the nascent Minimalist coterie that included Donald Judd,
Dan Flavin, Robert Morris, Robert Mangold, Sol LeWitt, and others, Baer soon proved

borders prevent the white surfaces from effl

fifteen years, would prove remarkable for the caliber of its intellectual and artistic

exceptionally vigilant in demonstrating painting's continuing viability as a radical form

picture plane, and by their pristine facture, c

A young artist arriving in New York on the cusp of the decade , she launched into a

that preclude residual vestiges of landscape

both by the evident weave of the canvas, w

standing, matured in the early 1960s via a rigorous examination of its ontology.
stringent inquiry concerning the nature of her practice in a milieu that, over the next

relationships , to produce a single-image for
immaculate white (and, later, gray) fields re

Jo Baer's is a singular career. Her commitment to painting, which would be long-
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published in Arts Yearbook 8 (New York: Art Diges~ 1965), pp. 74-82. It was often r

gestalt in which structure an

For a full exegesis of the role of the grid in modernist art see Rosalind Krauss, "The O
Avant-Garde and Other Modernist Myths' and 'Grids," in The Originality of the Avant-G

porary relevance.10

L.C.

olutely maintained this distance, both literally and figuratively, in succeeding years.12

art world in the 1960s but also from its wider sociopolitical matrix. She has res-

only from the values, ethos, and ideologies that had dominated the New York

the search for a more substantive art required establishing a keen distance not

exile coincided with the moment of her greatest critical recognition." For her,

American Art in New York in 1975, Baer relocated to Ireland. Her self-imposed

material, and a colored paint a material which gives a particular, c

sent light they are light" (Baer, letter to Morris, quoted in her annotated biography, p. 2

perspective, or line, not image, or words, or equations, is painting. I make paintings whi

find the phenomenon equally sumptuous and convincing .. ,. Painted light, not color, n

and measure it in millilamberts. This measure is as real and present as height, breadth,

transmission of light via differential absorption and reflection. Call this reflected quality

reflecting/absorbing

evolving aesthetic, Baer offered a materialist account of its ontology: ~consider paint a

After rebutting the arguments that would render her practice inherently at odds with th

attack on the 'antique" art of painting provoked this letter. (See Morris, 'Notes on Scul

3. Baer, letter to Morris, 29 July 1967, quoted in Baer's annotated biography in Jo Baer,

with Richter Verlag, Dusseldorf, 2000), pp. 286-289.

Papier aus der Sammlung des Kunstmuseums Winterthur (Winterthur: Kunstmuseum,

Graph paintings and drawings see Dieter Schwarz, Von Edgar Degas bis Gerhard Rich

Modernist Myths (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1985), pp. 8-22, 151-170.) For a dis

'Paintings from '62-63," at the School of Visual Arts, New York, in 1971.

United States in 1975. They signal her unequivocal repudiation of nonobjective
art, which she now considered a form of cultural expression devoid of contem-

Immediately following her midcareer retrospective at the Whitney Museum of

fourteen are currently believed to be extant, the series was exhibited as a group in Ba

1960-1998 [Amsterdam: Stedelijk Museum, 1999], p. 36.) Originally numbering sixte

anything about Korean art either.' (Bellamy, quoted in Baer's annotated biography in J

Korean series, so named by the visionary gallerist Richard Bellamy because at that tim

reinforce one another and become interdependent. This saltatory insight was first reali

absolute stasis, symmetry, lack of center and inflection-a

for others such as Agnes Martin and Alfred Jensen, she forged a counterpart that em

face, structure, and spatiality of the grid. Quickly abandoning this form, which was to p

works, Baer did not dispense with iconic forms, but welded their simple geometric sha

beyond the physical facts of the painting itself: it achieves a form of self-referentiality.

becomes dependent on it rather than merely related to it-it no longer needs to refer t

surface of the painting to itself. As the structure of the painting becomes tied to the s

antinaturalism that was emblematic of modernism because, as Rosalind Krauss has n

For vanguard artists in the sixties the grid proved key to affirming the autonomy of the

figure-ground relationships, and affirm the flatness of the picture surface.

linear in design, their boundaries porous like membranes, she was able to suppress co

pattern as well as the motif onto the canvas. Since most of these shapes are symmetr

of the same order as that on the remainder of the sheet, she felt obliged to transfer t

Having integrated the geometric motif into the grid of the paper, so that the area insid

drawings for transfer to canvas, Baer began making studies on graph paper used for

first solo show at the Fischbach Gallery in 1966. Observing her spouse John Wesley

and were later in

quent Graph paintings, a series comprised of four works and a number of drawings (o
dozen remain), were executed in the fall and winter of 1962-1963,

of painting prefigured a further repositioning following her emigration from the

1973 and 1974, this reorientation from an ontology of painting to a hermeneutics

of the word radix meaning originor root.• Charted in those pivotal prints from

defined no longer in relation to innovation but by reference to the Latin source

of pictorial, textual, and image-based constellations, whose radicality was

seventies to formulate a notion of a "radical figuration" that would be comprised

primordial forms and signs, borrowing from their syntax, she began in the late

meanings remain largely unknown, unfixed, and open to debate. Studying their

tribes or peoples and are divested of all cultural specificity. Moreover, their

exceptional within the history of Western art because they belong to no particular

Paleolithic artifacts provided the point of departure; to her, such works are

the excursus back into her customary terrain. Prehistoric cave painting and

move befitting the novelty of the inquiry), she soon found a logical way to bring

If in these prints Baer briefly forsook her preferred medium of painting (a

opposed to a narrative perspective .•

reflexive abstraction to work based on myth, addressed from a structuralist as

present outside a system of differences:' facilitated her transition from a self-

motifs, such as targets and flags, in which image, size, flatness, and scale all coexist

can be compared to Jasper Johns's

taining stars. Untitled (Black Star), 1960-1961,

Derrida, as "a system in which ... [the) transcendental signified is never absolutely

York. Among her earliest extant works from the sixties are two paintings and a related

related works she made on the West Coast in the late fifties were destroyed on her a

2. Baer dates her first mature paintings to the summer of 1962. Most of the Abstract E

themselves, which codified and consolidated the movement

of contemporary Conceptual artists; her understanding of language, per Jacques

than as an instantiation of communication distinguishes her approach from that

Jasper Johns; her interpretation of language as a vehicle of signification rather

images distinguishes her approach from that of such ·seminal predecessors as

Baer was included in the landmark Kaymar Gallery exhibition in 1964 that lau

work, and in "Ten' at the Dwan Gallery in 1966, again largely organized by the particip

signs in space.' Her consideration of letters as signs rather than as forms or

'Notes on Sculpture, Part Ill: Notes and Nonsequitor s," in Ar/forum 5, no. 10 (Summer

position vis-a-vis painting and vanguard practice was most provocatively articulated in
24-29.

is inherently reproductive and mechanical, and

I . Judd applied this term to the new work he admired. Written in 1964, 'Specific Objects

medium-ink on paper-that functions, conventionally, as a page inscribed with

technique-screenprinting-that

characters. Commensurate with the nature of a semiotic system, she adopted a

fundaments of Western culture, Baer imbricated, overlaid, and mutated these

notes

contrast to novel forms of three-dimensional

eliminate hierarchical and relational composing as well as traditional figure-ground

as she noted, they are "pictures that have their own shapes." She therefore could

diately discernible. These paintings are, in effect, formed by their structures, since,

with clearly articulated edges that create unified fields whose the structure is imme-

paintings as simple, clear holistically organized shapes-square or rectangular formats

and behavioral psychology.' Gestalt theory reinforced her inclination to conceive

phenomena as Mach bands, was deeply informed by her earlier studies in biology

properties and mechanics of retinal visuality, ranging from gestalt theory to such optical

with optical experience by studying physiological perception. Her fascination with the

encounters the world in real space and actual time. Exceptionally, Baer engaged

phenomenology of perception, at the heart of which is an embodied subject who

predicated on a theory of vision heavily indebted to Maurice Merleau-Ponty's

The work of most artists aligned with a three-dimensional form of Minimalism was
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peers.Thus,for example,she has characterizedt
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she has one of the most impressive'undergrou
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closer to Reinhardt than to say, Newman .... The
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to Minimalismand other forms of abstractionin t
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(

For a full account,see the annotatedbiography,i
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Baer, quoted in Carter Ratcliff, 'Jo Baer: Notes on

(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1954).
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